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"Finished the history of the world?" Gestable would
say, and Willett show his teeth in an amiable grin. Or a
young Harrovian, named Carroll-Blair, with sharp creases
in his grey flannel trousers and wrists like brittle twigs,
would draw Lewis into argument. They would walk up
and down together in the circle of a bastion, and, others
joining them, the argument would deepen and increase,
Lewis with delight leading it and drawing the truth out
of his companions by challenge and prompting. Nothing
stimulated him more than this testing of himself in them,
and men who were ordinarily timid of argument, falling
carelessly into the group, stayed under the compulsion
of interest, held as by a story, and, without knowing it,
revealing themselves.
One evening early in May, Ballater, coming up as he
often did after watering his patch of garden, found Lewis
alone. He began to speak of the agriculture of Holland,
using it as an excuse to drawr in a subject of which he was
guilelessly fond—his uncle's Wiltshire acres that he would
inherit and certainly reorganise. From the Ballater acres
his way was easy to his Angevin pedigree and his un-
varying success with women, who, it was implied, found
an Angevin courtship irresistible. Lewis gravely led him
on until, at the peak of his gallant solemnities, perceiving
a light in Lewis's eye, he stopped, and rubbed his cheek,
and pretended with disarming laughter that he had not
expected to be believed. No one so easily as Lewis could
persuade Ballater to laugh at himself and enjoy it, and to
no one, in consequence, did Ballater reveal so much of
what lay beneath his boasting—a passion for Nature, for
land, for the legend and spirit of the countryside, which
induced in him a specialized love of Hardy and Words-
worth and tempted him to water-colour painting desper-
ately sincere. He could be more proud of his water-colours
than of his pedigree; but the woolliness of his trees smote
him, and often he abandoned his brush and sought an
outlet in the secret composition of descriptive essays,
choked with the names of little-known grasses and flowers.
One of these essays he now brought out of his pocket

